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Cisco Intersight

Simplified deployment, management, and support for 
your infrastructure
Cisco Intersight™ is a Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) infrastructure management platform that is 
augmented by other intelligent systems. It provides secure, lifecycle management of Cisco Unified 
Computing System™ (UCS), HyperFlex™ and third-party devices. Cisco Intersight provides a 
holistic approach to managing and providing support of distributed computing environments from 
the core to the edge.

As a cloud-based management platform, it simplifies the deployment, monitoring, management, 
and support of your infrastructure from anywhere, anytime. We also offer the Cisco® Virtual 
Appliance and Private Virtual Appliance for organizations that have additional data locality or 
security needs for managing systems at the edge or in traditional data centers. The Cisco 
Intersight Virtual Appliance software can be deployed on premises, allowing users to take 
advantage of the SaaS functionality. The Private Virtual Appliance can be deployed off premises.

Get started quickly and easily
A straightforward process of claiming your devices and activation gets users on their way. 
With Cisco Intersight, IT departments can remotely manage and support their operations with 
convenience, simplicity, and security.

There are several different Cisco Intersight licensing tiers to fit your needs.
See Intersight in action.
For more information, see: https://www.cisco.com/go/intersight.

Benefits
•	Monitors system health and 

configuration status, and provides 
cross-platform visibility

•	  Reduces complexity and manual effort 
to deploy, maintain, and upgrade 
Intersight-connected systems

•	  Delivers proactive support and Return 
Materials Authorizations (RMAs) 
through tight integration with Cisco 
Technical Assistance Center (TAC)

•	  Learns and evolves to deliver greater 
capabilities and improved insights 
to help you proactively manage your 
environment through built-in Artificial 
Intelligence and Machine Learning

•	  Is fully programable and can be 
integrated with third-party systems 
and tools

•	  Choice of deployment options
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